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From the President - Russell Clark
The Clubs AGM was held on the 13th March 2017 with thirty four
members present. Before the election of new officers and committee
could proceed members had to turn their minds to a notice of motion
aimed at reducing the overall size of the clubs committee by three. The
motion had been put forward by John Nelson and was passed after
John provided background supporting the need for a reduction.
Election of officers and committee quickly followed and the committee
structure is now made up as follows:
President – Russell Clark
Vice President – Kevin Gamble
Secretary – John Nelson
Treasurer – Colin Nicholls
Immediate Past President – Michael Forrest
Committee Members – Bruce Milne, Murray Gibb
Group Representatives – Mel Kennedy (Engineering) , Boat Group (to be
elected) , Scale Railway (to be elected).
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Michael Forrest for his
two years of service to the club as President and for Mike O’Cains six
years as Secretary. Both have shown a strong commitment to club in
sometimes difficult circumstances.
The new committee has had its first meeting and I am confident that
the group will work well together and with the support of the wider
clubs members will work
hard to produce a positive
environment
for
the
growth and development
of the club and its varied
modelling interests.
I look forward to serving
the club as president for
the next two years.
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April General Meeting
Talk on 3D Printing
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Editor’s Desk - Lachlan Clark
As Russell has mentioned above the club had its AGM during the last month. This has resulted in a change in the make up of the committee and a change in many of the people
involved. Thanks must go to Michael, Mike and the rest of the retiring committee and all
the best to the incoming group. I would also like to thank the membership for once again
having me as editor.
On the model engineering front it has been a diverse month for many. I was very impressed to see a video showing Geoff French’s Rail Motor ticking over on air while on
blocks. I can report it was a great wee runner through the range from just ticking over to
hopping along at a reasonable clip. Well done Geoff! A decent group ventured north to
Timaru for a steam locomotive gathering and we welcomed the McIntyre family to the
club on the 19th of March with Ken in town to run some of his cars. It was great to have
Ken round the club again and to show off the improvements to the facilities since his last
visit. Last month Jim reported on the opening of the Blenheim track. For those interested he has uploaded a video here and Chris reports on his ventures to Brisbane with Stu
for a Tether Car competition.
Photo: Wikipedia

In the News
The threat model helicopters, airplanes,
and drones pose has long been a hot
topic of discussion in the news, however if a report from Interesting Engineering is anything to go by some take
the threat far more seriously than most.
Interesting Engineering reports a $3.4
million dollar Patriot missile was used
to down an unidentified drone worth
an estimated $200. The surface to air
Patriot missile has the capacity to take
out aircraft from 70 km away so it is fair
to say the fight was reasonably one
sided. Source: Interesting Engineering
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In the News
Work continues to clean up the South Island rail network after the November 14 North
Canterbury Earthquake. KiwiRail have shared photos of Bridge 129 near Tirohanga which
dropped 2.3 metres and moved 5.5 metres sideways when the quake hit. A locomotive
stuck between slips has finally been freed after being jump started using 800kg worth of
batteries. The freight was removed last year. It has been a busy few months for Kiwirail
who have also been contending with fires on the Arthurs Pass line. Source: KiwiRail

Photos: KiwiRail

Photo: P Webby (Via Jim W)
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Chris and Geoff at Timaru

Engineering Group - Chris Kennedy, Photos - Chris Kennedy
13 members were present - it was good to see Gary and Henry attending. Sounds like Gary is
going to be employed by Andrew to construct a steam loco. There seems to be plenty going on
in the various workshops with Geoff showing a good example of painting on his coal bunker for
his rail motor and Chris making progress on his tender with help from Colin D. It was good to
see Jim testing a mountaineer boiler which had been built by the late Bill McGhie. He also had
his fixtures for making the injectors for his Island of Man loco. Russell is starting another project, a 25-pound gun model and as usual perfect workmanship. Mel is working on a Model
yacht.
Group Night

Chris’s Evening Star Progress

Russell’s 25 Pounder

Jim’s Injector Jigs
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Geoff’s Tank

Mountaineer
Timaru Trip
On the weekend of the 25/26th March 5 members
travelled to Timaru to have a run on their track. A
very enjoyable time was had by all. I would like to
thank the organisers for the great weekend, great
hospitality and great lunch, morning and afternoon
teas. Yes scones seem to be a Model Engineers favourite. Look like Colin W has competition.
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Brisbane Trip
Chris and Stu headed to Brisbane in March for the Brisbane International Tether Car Meet and
were hosted by Ron and Bev. Again thanks for being great hosts and thanks to everyone at the
Brisbane track for being so friendly and helpful. To top it all off both Chris and Stu brought back
certificates. Stu was very pleased with the performance of his Burns Car from Australia.

Notice – Stop Press
Colin D. is arranging a visit to Action Engineering to have a look
around an engineering shop and
Mark Cameron’s toys - many old
army tanks etc. This is open to
everyone in the club – the Time
and Date to be advised when finalised. Mark Cameron of Action Engineering has been a generous sponsor for many of our events.
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Scale Railway - Brian Niven, Photos - Brian Niven
We had a varied selection of bits on the table at our last meeting.
Ken Devlin has acquired a model of a Fonterra Volvo milk tanker in 3/16” scale ( i.e. S
scale) – a familiar sight on our roads these
days. Nice detail and well finished (Photo
right).
Ferg Chalmers brought a little bit of insanity
to proceedings by asking does Thomas the
Tank engine have an 0-4-0 or 0-6-0 wheel arrangement? This was prompted by the
Hornby models which have been available in both these configurations. Of course, the
“real” Thomas is an 0-6-0. He displayed these models together with Bert the Diesel, also
an 0-6-0.
Geoff Murray has been looking for some farm buildings for the 3rd module of his OO scale
GWR railway. Finding few available, he was pleased to find a Milking Parlour (in NZese
“milking shed”), Stables, Hay Barn, Chicken Coop and Farmhouse in the Bachmann range.
All are highly detailed and very realistic (Photo below). Geoff also showed a Bachmann
BR Standard 4MT Tank loco which he is very pleased with. He said he had always liked
the look of this loco, and some years ago had missed getting a Hornby Dublo 2 rail one,
then bought a Wrenn version which “fell apart”, so decided it was time to upgrade. A
good choice with excellent detail (Photo over page).
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John Knight had a tale of “If it looks
too good to be true …”. He had been
given a set of N scale coaches and an
early Farish GWR Hall loco. He serviced the Hall but when run it
sounded like a “worn out concrete
mixer”, so has been looking for a replacement, ideally a Class 37. However, a Graham Farish BR Class 44 of
modern vintage was purchased for a
good price at the Cromwell train show and was lightly weathered. When tested, it hardly
moved. Botheration. Checked it and found two driving gears on the axles were split! Now
what? A junk box search failed to find anything suitable, so the axles were swapped so
that each bogie now has 2 axles powered rather than 3. Track tests have now been satisfactory with eight coaches able to be hauled.

Notice Board
Club Running Day
On the last Sunday of the month we have a club running day (10:30am to 4:30pm) when
not only do we have trains running but may have boats on the pond, scale railway running
inside and tethered cars running in the enclosure.
Also each Sunday we will have trains running until 4pm. Note: All the above are weather
dependent during late spring, summer and early autumn.
We also take bookings for Birthday Parties etc on weekdays as well as Saturdays and Sundays. For further enquiries please contact Michael Forrest on Ph 4551642 or
gemi@slingshot.co.nz.
Wanted
One of our club sponsors is after a locomotive for display. Must be an NZR prototype and
in a presentable condition but doesn’t need to be a runner. Please contact Colin D on 4542528.
Boiler Group
The boiler group would like to welcome on board Mike Cowan as new inspector to the
panel. Mike has a background in the engineering trade and now works in the commercial
world as an independent industrial boiler, lifts and crane inspector. His real world experience with full-size boilers will make him invaluable to OMES and the larger model engineering community. Mike has 2 loco’s under construction, a Bantam Cock in 3 ½ gauge and
a 57xx GWR 0-6-0 PT
We have agreed that Des will be looking after the test gauges at his place. This means easier access for members and the gauges will be better maintained. Members wishing to do a
retest still need to contact the boiler group convenor (Jim) first to have their inspectors
appointed. Once this is done the formal process will start and the member needing to test
their boiler will see Des to get the gauge and be informed of correct procedure. We will be
reporting back to the main committee every ¼ to advice on boilers tested or under construction. Please make sure you have your current boiler certificate with you every time
you run your boiler
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Boat Group - Henry Gooselink, Photos John Anderson
For our March meeting on the 15th we had 14 members present and started the evening
with boats on the pond from 7pm to 8pm, followed by our meeting up stairs.
Notices and AGM Follow Up
Gary Douglas had done some research on the donated plan for the vessel "Velarde". This
model was featured in an early Model Builder issue. The model was 42" LOA and somewhat unstable so some extra depth would be advised for any future build of this model.
The drawings are held in our library. The plan is also available from MB.
Keith Murphy was elected as the group representative to the committee.
Bits on the Table
Bill King has various magazines donated by Gordon
Duell for the boating group given to him. It was
agreed that members read them and exchange
them. Bill is to express our appreciation to Gordon.
Stuart Reid had been working on a small jet boat
("MisSprint") and had replaced the brushed motor
with a brushless one to give better performance. He
had also performed some surgery on the heads of
the driver and passenger. The severed heads had
been connected to a servo and reattached to the
bodies but can now look left and right as the boat is
steered (Photos Left).
Murray Vince has been working on his 50% model of
a M60 machine gun. Much of the wood and metal
work has been done as well as blanks for moulding
parts (Photo above).
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Gary Douglas had been working on his Admiralty model and had fitted the rubbing strips
and he is in the process of laying the planking on the deck using 1/32" balsawood
planks and CA glue. The planks were found
to vary in thickness quite considerably and
will require some sanding before staining
and varnishing (Photo right).
Ian Marsh had been painting his Admiralty
model. It is looking very nice and is almost
finished.
Kevin Gamble is making good progress with
his model of a blockade runner and had finished the hull and boxes over the paddles.
He had mainly used bass wood and 1.5mm
ply for its construction. The motor is fitted
with a worm gear driving the paddle shaft.
(Photo right)
John Anderson had some interesting photos,
and preliminary CAD drawings, of a WW2
Russian river patrol boats. These look good
for a prospective model. Brian McCurdy had
been working reconstructing a Footy yacht.
He had also stripped and repainted it. The
model looks good on the water and sails well.
The Workshop
Ian Marsh is working on and designing contraptions for mice and rats. These are for
securely holding the animals during any procedures so they cannot bite the research
staff and can be released without harm.
Henry Goosselink had found his header tank
overflowing so had to get into the roof space
to fit a new ballcock washer and split pin.
Stuart Reid had made repairs to his weed
eater.
Murray Vince has been helping a Vaughan
Peterson build a yacht similar to, but smaller
than his own Experimental 5. Vaughan's
yacht will have a V hull rather than a flat hull,
hopefully this will improve performance.
Gary Douglas' next project is to build a steam
loco using kit parts from the UK.
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John Anderson has almost finished painting his
house, just a wooden door and a couple of window ledges to go. He has also been doing some
work on his RG65 yacht.
Bill King had made motor mounts for his crab
boat and had also made some alterations to the
deck layout.
Allan Stevens is going to build a racing yacht
"Sparrow" with an OAL of 750mm.
Barry Stoddart is refurbishing the Elsie Evans.
This model is another boat originally built by Les
Bennett.
Next Meeting
For our April meeting we will have bits on the table.
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Tether Car Report - Murray Wright, Photos supplied by Murray
The tether car group had very much pleasure in
hosting Ken, Fiona, David, Greg, Lisa & their families to the track on a pleasant Sunday afternoon to
celebrate the handover of Kens 10cc Rossi powered
car “No1” which he built in 1976, to son Greg .
A good number of club members both old and new
turned up to mark the occasion with most conversation starting with “remember when” which just
showed how long Kens has been involved with the
club, members and the friendships that’s built up
over that time.
As the car had not run in a number of years due to
Ken being unable to attend the club, some work
was required replacing glow plugs, fuel line etc by
the “pit crew.” After a family discussion regarding
who was best at horsing or pushing was sorted, the
result being David in the centre horsing and Greg
being the pusher. After quite a bit of pushing and
not so much horsing the car started to come to
life, with a few more returns to the pits and Kens
input as to “open it up a bit” and advising the car
had to “splutter” for the first few laps, then it
would start to pick up speed.
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As the day progressed a few more modifications to fuel lines and needle valve and
batteries were needed, the car eventually
was “spluttering” for the first few laps then
couple of good speed laps but unfortunately it cut out again which was a wee bit
disappointing as no time for the six laps
(1/4 mile) was recorded. Unfortunately during the last run for the afternoon the car
broke a back axle, which according to Ken it
had happen previously, so Greg, welcome
to the club.
The day finished off with Chris Kennedy
running a couple of Kens earlier built cars
and a couple of club members their own
cars.
The only one breaking any records on the
day was Greg who after considering the
laps he completed must have travelled
around a half marathon.
David now has Kens first car built around
1956 and Greg’s one built 1976 an open
invitation to run the cars at our track has
been given and with Greg returning home
with a “new members application form” it

would appear the McIntyre
name will be around the club
for many years to come.
On behalf of the tether car
group I would like to thank
the McIntyre Family for arranging Kens visit and a great
afternoon for all involved.

For Sale
Ken McIntyre is currently selling
his 7.25” Phantom, 5” Tesla Turbine powered Sweet Pea, and
5” DSA. Listings on TradeMe:
http://www.trademe.co.nz/
Members/Listings.aspx?
member=455773
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Bookings - Michael Forrest and Kevin Gamble
It is up to the Day Controller to phone the other 3 men of his team and ensure they will be available
for the function. The Day Controller is also the go-to person to liaise as necessary with the hirer/
party organiser, and should meet them as soon as they arrive on site and see if they’re OK about everything.
As each booking is received and confirmed it will be allocated to the next team on the roster. If you
are unavailable to take your turn it is up to you to find a substitute, either by swapping with someone
else or by arranging for a ‘spare Member’ to take your place. Please then inform the Day Controller
so he knows whom to expect on the day. As I am now handling the bookings I shall inform and remind the Day Controller.
Team Date

Time

Description

#Attn

2

Sat 8
Apr

1.00 to
3.00

Birthday Party

12

7

Sat 22
Apr

1.00 to
3.00

Birthday Party - Kath Harper

5

Sun 7
May

11.00 to
3.00

Camp Quality - Tony Hanning

Sat 25
Nov

Note

39

Christmas Party
St Pat’s Lodge

See Colin Downing for details.

TT

Mon 4
Dec

9.30 to
12.00

Christmas Party
Community Childcare

Heather Fagan

TT

Wed 6
Dec

9.30 to
12.00

Christmas Party
Community Childcare

Heather Fagan

Day Controller Phone
1 Gary Douglas

Member 2

4767311 Kevin Gamble

2 Colin Downing 4542528 Murray Gibb

Phone

Member 3

Phone

Member 4

Phone

4554547 Bob Newbury

4763892

Mark Hughes

455 1828

4898489 Des Burrows

4545565

3 Michael Forrest 4551642 Henry Gooselink 4883284 Max Harvey

7421080

Anna Harvey

7421080

4 Ian Marsh

4727260

Keith Murphy

4731740
4554658

4892267 Brian McCammon 4883828 Ross Jamieson

5 Michael O’Cain 4882075 Brian Niven

4554491 Glen Lawrence

4883826

Brian Nunn

6 Terry Smith
7 Kevin Gamble

4762116 Bruce Milne
4727749 John Anderson

4544471
4543542

Stuart Reid
4553406
Stuart Robertson 0211480683

Day Controllers

4545697 Hamish Tyson
4554547 Brian Wolff
Lawrence Clarke

4738684 Geoff French

4542172

John Nelson

4892942 Colin Nicholls

4545432 Barry Stoddard 4876128

Bill King

4881518 Colin Winter

4564382 Jon Winton

Lance Wild

4542950

4728603 Allen McGregor 4767666

Gordon Rusbatch 4544800 Glen Rusbatch

4544800
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From the Archives

«First Name» «Last Name»
«Address»
«Suburb»
«City», «Post Code»

Sender:
Otago Model Engineering Society
1 John Wilson Drive
P.O. BOX 2163
South Dunedin
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